Studying psychology helps you understand, appreciate and, sometimes, predict behavior. You’ll conduct cutting-edge research and receive applied training in laboratories, clinics and centers.
Program highlights

Courses include behavior analysis, clinical interviewing, health psychology, psychology and law, psychological testing, sports psychology and studies in personality

Nationally and internationally renowned faculty who offer personalized instruction and mentorship in research

Only accelerated psychology program in Michigan, enabling undergraduate students to earn their bachelor’s and master’s degrees in experimental psychology within five years

Career options

» Board Certified Assistant Behavior Analyst
» Community Services Case Manager
» Human Resources Manager
» Rehabilitation Assistant
» Social Service Agent

Careers requiring graduate studies:

» Clinical Psychologist
» Counselor
» Experimental Psychologist
» Forensic Psychologist
» Industrial/Organizational Psychologist
» School Psychologist

For information

Department of Psychology
Sloan Hall 101
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, MI 48859
989-774-3001
Email: psychology@cmich.edu
www.chsbs.cmich.edu/psychology